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Fall Recognition Luncheon

T

he Honors Program celebrated
student achievements at the Fall
Recognition Luncheon in the
Montevallo Room of the Anna Irvin
Dining Hall on Monday, November
7, 2016. The luncheon recognized
those Honors students who earned
the Honors Diploma and graduated
this past December — Zac Clifton,
Haley Hand, Emme Long, and Brooke
Warren.
At the event, Dr. Cathlena Martin
also presented Honors Certificates
to those students who have earned
eighteen hours of Honors course credit
— Hannah Bell, Julia Burke, Savannah
Buttram, Savannah Campbell, Lily
Elmore, William Felch, Emily Ferguson,
Molly Green, Rachel Harold, Hunter

Huie, John Janssen, Brinkley Jones,
Jessica Joye, Geordie Kennedy, Brian
Kirkwood, Emme Long, Michayla
Moody, Elizabeth Moore, Shea Morris,
Hannah Mummert, Briana Parker,
Lauren Pearson, Morgan Pennington,
Sara Perry, Victoria Prosser, Tori
Sanders, Amanda South, Taylor Teems,
Brooklyn Terry, Daisy Wallace, Zachary
Watkins, Marlee Webb, Savannah
Willard, Cage Williamson, and Amy
Wilson. 			
Family members and friends, fellow
Honors students, the Dean of Arts and
Sciences, Honors Program student
workers and members of the Honors
Faculty Committee also attended the
celebration to support and congratulate
student accomplishments.
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(Front Row) Brooklyn Terry, Saralyn Campbell, Tori Sanders, Elizabeth Moore, Daisy
Wallace, and Marlee Webb (Back Row) Cage Williamson, Geordie Kennedy, Savannah
Willard, Hannah Bell, Amy Wilson, Brinkley Jones, Julia Burke, and Brian Kirkwood
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Mallory Currie and Dr. Tiffany Wang

Tori Sanders, Sydney Abounassar,
and Savanah Buttram

Zac Clifton

Brooke Warren

Marlee and Debra Webb

Brian Kirkwood, Brooklyn Terry, Cage Williamson,
and Megan Liveoak

Dr. Cathlena Martin

Kayla Chambers, Daisy
Wallace, and Columbia Nave
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Honors Students in Heathers: the Musical

H

onors students performed in the UM
Theatre production Heathers: The Musical.
The show ran from November 17-20, 2016,
in the Reynolds Studio Theatre. Cast members
included Honors students Isaac Webster as Kurt’s
Dad/Big Bud Dean/Teacher, Giselle Casadaban as
Veronica’s Mom, Madison Johnson as New Wave
MTV Girl, Ashley Stevens as Stoner Chick and
Ryan Orso as Hipster/Dork. Ashton Irvin served as
the Assistant Technical Director. Honors Theatre
professor Ms. Emily Gill designed the wigs and
costumes. Hannah Bell and Georgia Toner worked
as assistant stage managers, and Megan Liveoak was
the paint crew charge. Ashlyn Bondurant welcomed
guests and introduced the show as House Manager,
and Kristn Forsberg worked the box office.

Ryan Orso, Ana Klinger, and Isaac Webster

Amy Wilson Wins First UR Scholarship

R

ecently, the UM Undergraduate Research
Program awarded Amy Wilson the first
Undergraduate Research scholarship.
A junior Psychology major, Amy has previously
participated in Undergraduate Research and
UR Day. Last year, she presented her research,
“An Analysis of Prosocial Behavior in College
Students” at UR Day in March and at the COPLAC
conference in Milledgeville, Georgia, in late April.
Amy has served as a Honors Program Peer
Mentor for two consecutive fall semesters and has
represented the Honors Program at UM Preview
Days. Most recently, she helped launch a new
component of the Peer Mentor program this past
fall, holding office hours in the first-floor Ramsay
Honors office for any Honors students seeking
advice or assistance.

Dr. Gregory Longo and Amy Wilson
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Travel Grant Recipient: Emme Long

by Emme Long
stepped off the plane and entered the City
of Brotherly Love for the 102nd National
Communication Conference on a blustery
Wednesday morning. As we traveled into the city, I
saw the fabled Benjamin Franklin Bridge anchored on
the horizon below the juxtaposed skyline of modern
skyscrapers and historic buildings. On my first day
in Philadelphia, I had an historic recreation of the
Founding Fathers’ favorite turkey pot pie and registered
myself for the last time as a National Representative for
Lambda Pi Eta Honor Society, before bundling up to
get pictures of the Liberty Bell.
On my second day at NCA, I decided to see the
city through the eyes of the local community... while
prepping for my panel on grade analysis, of course! I
schlepped the streets to grab an original Jim’s Philly
cheesesteak sandwich and watched the historic City
Hall pass by me in the window of my taxi, as I traveled
to the Field House to network with the students and
faculty of the Communication Studies program at
Texas Christian University.
Friday began with a bittersweet start, as I knew it
was my final day as a national student office holder at
the conference. Nevertheless, I was thrilled to express
my personal thoughts on the current status of grade
analysis and requirements on admission into honor
societies in a panel with students and faculty from

I

intuitions across the United States. In listening to
the transactional collaboration and conversational
discourse from an array of communication
representatives, I was humbled to be a representative of
the public, liberal arts sector in our discipline.
After the panel, we transitioned to our honor society
business meeting, where I was in charge of the voting
procedures for electing our new student and faculty
representatives. Once I knew that LPH would be in
good hands at the close of our meeting, I made a quick
stop at the iconic LOVE sign before exploring the
streets of Philly.
In my last full day of the conference, I walked
the bustling aisles of the world-renowned Reading
Market and mingled with the faculty of the University
of Nebraska Lincoln at their annual conference
networking event. In the blink of an eye, my time at the
conference had suddenly come to a close.
As the last conference of my undergraduate career, I
am so very thankful for the numerous contributions
that the Honors Program has made to my intellectual
endeavors. For without their funding, I would have
never been able to explore my desire to lead at the
conference level and to re-discover why I am so
proud to be an Honors student at the University of
Montevallo.
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Travel Grant Recipient: Sara Perry
by Sara Perry
n October, I got the oppurtunity to take
my research, entitled “When Media Collide:
Transitioning from Analog Games to Digital”, to
the Pop Culture Association in the South conference
in Nashville, Tennessee. I had been working on

I

with their help I actually figured out some new paths to
explore while furthering my research. They were ready
and willing to help me get better as both a researcher
and presenter, and I really appreciated it.
Overall, the conference was a great experience. The

Sara Perry at the 2016 Pop Culture
Association in the South Conference

Dr. Cathlena Martin, Will Kirkpatrick,
and Sara Perry

my research all semester and put a lot of effort into
writing a good paper, so I was extremely excited to be
able to take it to a conference and share it with other
people. That was my first time going to an academic
conference, let alone presenting at one, so I was a
little intimidated by all of the professionals there and
was worried I wouldn’t do well. Getting up there and
presenting was a whole different story, though, and I
actually had a lot of fun. It was great to get to share
what I had learned with other interested people, and

best part was getting to share my research with other
people, but there were other benefits as well. Making
connections with professionals was a great way to help
me prepare to enter into a more professional world,
and listening to them share their work helped me think
of ways to improve my presentations in the future. I
really enjoyed going to this conference and I would
definitely jump at the chance to go again if I got the
opportunity to do so.
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Dr. Samuel’s October Workshop

O

“Ignorance, allied with power, is the most ferocious
enemy justice can have.”
Next, the group worked together to define the
various theories and basic components of Social Justice
Advocacy and explored its goals and potential societal
and tangible outcomes. Students also analyzed case
studies, examining ways different individuals practice
social justice advocacy in their everyday lives.
Finally, Dr. Samuel’s mentioned a variety of texts,
songs, and articles that explored the subject, including
James Loewen’s Lies My Teacher Told Me, Clarence
Lusane’s Hitler’s Black Victims, and Ken Setterington’s
Branded by the Pink Triangle. On the whole, the
overview of social justice advocacy and its application
to education and society sparked student interest and
and led to a lively, interactive session.

n Monday October 3, 2016, Dr. Gregory
Samuels led an Honors Workshop entitled
Social Justice Advocacy. An assistant professor
of Education at UM, Dr. Samuels has previously taught
the specialty Honors course Social Justice Education
in a Changing Society, as well as Education courses
including Classroom Management, Instructional
Literacy Strategies, and Introduction to Teaching at the
Secondary Level.
To preface the workshop, Dr. Samuel spoke about
his background as a high school social science teacher
and his graduate dissertation on social justice in the
secondary social studies classroom. He then launched
the session, asking students to share explanations and
personal connections to the following statement by
the American author and social critic James Baldwin,
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Dr. Chandler’s November Workshop
by Olivia Eldridge
n Monday, November 14, I attended an
Honors workshop led by Dr. Chandler. Her
Honors workshop was titled “Active Voices and
English’s Third Sister” and revolved around the ideas
of rhetoric and composition.
Once the workshop began, I saw that Dr. Chandler
was very passionate and knowledgeable about the
subject matter. She was genuinely excited to be sharing
what she knew with those who attended the event. Dr.
Chandler began by writing these words on the board:
scholars, activists, storytellers, rhetoricians. After this
she explained the three different concentrations within
the English discipline — literary studies, creative
writing, and composition and rhetoric.

aren’t able to voice their beliefs and opinions. Although
some of these viewpoints may be different, it is
extremely important to listen to them because they
represent feelings other than your own.
The focus was then placed on rhetoric and what we
associate with it. The first thing that came to my mind
when this was asked was persuasion. Dr. Chandler then
brought up the rhetorical triangle and explained what it
meant for those who aren’t in her class. She explained
ethos, pathos, and logos and their roles in the recent
presidential election. The rest of the discussion was
centered on four points. The first was that rhetoric
must be heard. The second was that rhetoric must
arouse an effective response that sparks a communal

The discussion was continued by identifying what it
means to have an active voice and to have no voice.
We learned that having an active voice enables us to
give voice to those that have none. However, it was
made clear that those who have active voices shouldn’t
think that they are better than who they are speaking
for. Having an active voice means that one has to
acknowledge that those without a voice have power as
well. It was established that there has to be an inward
turn that gives us the opportunity to stop and evaluate
the opinions and standpoints of others. Those with
active voices are privileged in that they are able to say
things that others may not be able to say due to their
status or position. This privilege must be recognized
along with the importance of listening to those who

purpose. The third point was that we cannot ignore
the beliefs and opinions of those who we oppose or
are trying to change. The fourth and final point was
that one must disarticulate her argument so that it is
specific and isn’t being lost in a bigger mix of issues.
Dr. Chandler also spoke of her involvement in the
Selma Project and had one of her students, Keshia
McClantoc, speak about the eye-opening and beneficial
nature of research she had conducted.
Dr. Chandler was able to have a stimulating
discussion and put it into certain contexts such as the
election and remain unbiased. Events such as these
are helpful in immersing those who are interested in a
certain study get more in touch with their major in an
exciting way.

O
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A Rhetorical Analyis from ENG 103
The Art of Community-Building

by Maggie Sanderson

A

place exists in Selma that teems with
potential and can boast of small victories.
There is a place with lofty goals and quiet
dignity- a place that chooses to remember history
while advancing it. There is a place that looks out
over the Alabama River and in seeing the Edmund
Pettus Bridge, works harder, pushes farther and
becomes stronger. There is a place that strives ondespite the obstacles that stand in it’s way. There is
a place that stands up and rejects the temptation of
complacency, instead favoring progress. There is a
place called Arts Revive.
It stands modestly on Water Avenue, absent
of fancy embellishment. What once was an auto
service building has been transformed into a
hub for artists and patrons of art alike. Founded
in 2001, Arts Revive remains loyal to the theme
of transforming the old and undervalued into
something amazing. In repurposing the old
Carneal building, this organization made its first
strides in restoring the community to an attractive
and productive place, foreshadowing the future
accomplishments it would have. Arts Revive is a
prime example of how both restoration and moving
on from the past lead to postive community change.
Martha Lockett, executive director of the Arts
Revive program claims, “the arts offer an entry to

Lily Dickinson and Maggie Sanderson
economic and community redevelopment and can
spur creative place-making...When community
members, governmental leaders, artists and
designers work together it increases the vibrancy
and diversity in a place.” Not only is Arts Revive
a place that acknowledges Selma’s unpleasant past
rather than admitting defeat or wallowing in misery,
but it also uses the anguish experienced by citizens
as a basis for art. By channeling this negativity into
something productive and beautiful, tensions can
heal, hurt diminishes and hate fades. Through the
windows of the Carneal building, one can see the
Edmund Pettus Bridge clearly in the distance. The
bridge that once served as the path to voting rights
has now become a quiet reminder of the connection
between the community, and thus becoming a tool
for all to use. Cars drive along this famed trail,
maybe unaware of it’s significance, maybe not. The
water under the bridge moves swiftly, so much so
that you might miss it if you’re not looking. Arts
Revive watches this movement and lets it remain
undisturbed.
Water Avenue, home to Arts Revive, has certainly
not suffered after the adaptive reuse of the Carneal
building. The entire block has received a virtual

8
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A Rhetorical Analyis from ENG 103
facelift compared to its state even just a year and
a half ago. Previously with just two occupied
buildings, the block adjacent to Arts Revive has
now activated every building on it. In increasing the
commerce of just this couple of blocks, not only has
the downtown area expanded, but the reputation
of that area of Selma has increased exponentially.
This is also thanks in part to the addition of Gallery
905, an arts gallery located directly across the street
from and operated by Arts Revive. In short, Arts
Revive has vastly improved the entire block, visibly,
economically, and in terms of morale. Martha’s
method to this is, “If we can start with that block,
then we’ll just keep moving
block by block.” This
principle could be applied
to just about any area that’s
run down. Injecting a little
hope into an area that
has gone by the wayside
can do wonders for the
improvement of said place.
Arts Revive has proved
that with initiative and
ingenuity, a street can turn
back into a neighborhood.
With its ongoing goal to make Selma into an
Arts destination, Arts Revive has imparted the
possibility of Selma’s notoriety to be shifted into a
more positive light. What I mean by this is, Selma
is mainly known for the historical events that have
taken place there and not really for what it has to
offer now. Since the civil rights movement doesn’t
exactly conjure up the most pleasant images, being
known as an arts destination could only help its
reputation among Alabamians and Americans alike.
This would therefore allow for more tourism options
and get to showcase the dichotomy of a playful and
serious side of Selma, leading to a more complex

and interesting place. While the arts themselves may
not have an apparent presence in Selma just yet, the
movement to attain credentials and accolades has
not been unfruitful for Arts Revive. Martha Lockett
was named Selma’s citizen of the year for her work
with the organization. They also received three
thousand dollars in grant money from the Black Belt
Community Foundation last year. The building’s
location parallels it’s reputation: a cornerstone of the
arts and culture district in Selma.
So why should we care about a seemingly
insignificant building in Selma? We should care
because Arts Revive represents so much more
than just the Arts or a
simple organization with
big goals. Arts Revive is
an example of tenacity
and perseverance that is
not often found in places
that don’t look good on
paper. It’s a symbol for the
community and visitors of
a place that would not be
a victim of circumstance,
but rather a proponent for
change when the option
of stagnation lurked nearby. In 2008, Selma had
a Butterfly Project to coincide with the fact that
Selma is the butterfly capital of Alabama. From
this, several butterfly sculptures were created by
citizens and displayed around the city. As of 2011,
many of these butterflies found a home just before
the doors of the Carneal building. The butterfly and
Arts Revive are closely related forces in the Selma
community; from their theme of change and growth
they both bring their city, to the timeless positivity
they invoke. It’s no wonder that such a potent image
of hope would find its home at Arts Revive-it seems
hope itself lives within those bricks.

9
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A Reflection on HIST 103’s Game

by Mallory Currie
hen I enrolled in Honors History for
Global Civilizations, I did not have an
idea that we would actually have six class
sessions devoted purely to LARPing (Live Action
Role-Playing) in Greece. Even renting the books in
advance for the class, I did not examine The Threshold
of Democracy: Athens in 403 BCE fairly closely, because
I had been warned as an incoming college freshmen
that some professors never used the book. For Dr.
Hultquist, that was not the case.
Originally his class was what I expected – meaning
lectures on most days. When Dr. Hultquist started to
prepare us for The Game, though, I began to enjoy the
class even more than usual. He started off his class by
lecturing on the classic timelines of civilizations, from
Mesopotamia to India and China. When he got to
Greece, then he started to tantalize us with pertinent
information that could help us win The Game. His

W

lectures gave us valuable information about Greece’s
rich history, culture, and government from around 600
BCE to just after the end of Athens’ War with Sparta in
405 BCE. Then we read Plato’s Republic to gain more
insight into Athens’ possible forms of government and
how their government had evolved. After that, it was
time to start The Game.
The purpose of The Game was that we are assigned
very specific character roles that are described in
partial detail in our book (more so in Dr. Hultquist’s
book, as he is the professor-turned-Gamemaster/
Athena) and split into groups that therefore try to pass
the appropriate policy that our political factions want
in an effort to shape Athens in a way preferable to us.
The more legislature we get passed, the more points
we accumulate if the legislature is favorable to us. The
score-sheets were posted on Canvas, and this helped
us to know not only what we were fighting for in our

10
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A Reflection on HIST 103’s Game
factions but what the other factions wanted as well.
There were four possible factions to be sorted into by
the Gamemaster. There is the more radical democrats
(meaning those who prefer Democracy in its loosest
form) that are dubbed Thrasybulian Democrats. They
are followers of Thrasybulus, a great warrior who free
Athens from her Spartan overlords, the Thirty Tyrants.
Less radical are the Periclean Democrats, who prefer
Pericles’ style of democracy. Whereas Thrasybulus is a
playable character (played excellently by Tessa Burns
in my class), Pericles is dead and those in his group
try to uphold his form of democracy. Both of the
democratic groups believe that slaves and metics (nonnative born Athenians) should have political say in the
Assembly and be able to vote. They both want officials
to be chosen by random lottery, and for those in the
Assembly to have their time compensated with Athens.
Additionally, they pushed for Athens to rebuild its
empire that had fallen due to the Peloponnesian War
with Sparta. However, Thrasybulian Democrats are
more bloodthirsty, calling for the death of the Thirty
Tyrants and their followers as well as for the death
of Socrates for “corrupting the youth of Athens”
and for blaspheming against the gods. The Periclean
Democrats did not feel so strongly as they did.
On the other side of the spectrum of government
lies the two other factions. There are the Socratics,
followers of Socrates. Similar to the Pericleans, none
of the members could be Socrates; however, one of the
playable characters was Plato, played very well by Sara
Walley. They had different goals in mind compared to
all other factions given that the form of government
they believed in called for “Philosopher-Kings” – this
meant they wanted intelligent, knowledgeable, and
self-sacrificing single rulers. Luckily, they are well
aware that their legislation would not pass if they
started pushing for Philosopher-Kings, so they fell
more towards an oligarchy instead, where those who
are educated and wise should be in charge and make
sacrificing for the good of the majority.
My group – the Solonian Aristocrats – thought
similarly, but had the ulterior motives that all

aristocrats had, and that is to not let in the masses out
of fear of the majority. We wanted reconciliation, only
landowners (Hoplites to Greeks) in the Assembly, and
to propose a Governing Council to make decisions
whereas the Assembly will exist solely for discussions.
The Solonian Aristocrats also did not want an Empire.
In most of these wants that passed into legislation,
we were successful and could be called “winners” if
going by the scoresheet alone. In the end, though, the
Gamemaster decides who has technically won and
who has technically lost The Game. My character was
Callias, an aristocrat who lost all his wealth in property
except for his silver mines after the war with Sparta.
He was also known as someone with great public
speaking skills, so hopefully I did him justice with the
speeches I was required to give.
Additionally, though, some classmates were not
aligned with a political faction and were known as
indeterminants. They were characters people tried to
sway to vote for their legislation. Some of them had
very active roles where they spoke often, like Gorgias
the Younger, a sophist and rival of the Socratics as far
as education goes. Some of the indeterminants had
secret motives they chose not to reveal until the end.
One indeterminant was a Metic, Robin, who could
not speak or vote in the Assembly until finally granted
permission to do so. Another indeterminant played by
Zoe Scott just wanted legislation to be passed in favor
of the arts. Her legislation was favorably passed and on
the final day of The Game, a few volunteers (including
me) performed the play she chose. The play was a
comedy called The Frogs and was very well received.
The Game was a lot of fun for me and many others
like Katherine Pearce and Sara Walley who brought
in outside resources from other Ancient Greek texts.
I am very much looking forward to taking Honors
History of World Civilizations II (104) in the spring as
Dr. Hultquist hinted that we may have another game
similar to this, except it is based off of the French
Revolution. This means a lot more gore and guillotines
for us, and I’m very excited to take part in that.
Hopefully, I won’t be an aristocrat.
11
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HNRS 308: The Art of Fermentation
by Dr. John Bawden

S

aturday September 24, 2016, Dr. John
Bawden’s Honors 308 class visited the
Ozan Winery located in Calera. The
group toured Ozan’s vineyards, where Norton
grapes are grown, and the winery’s production
facility responsible for juicing Chilton County
peaches and Muscadine grapes. Participants
twenty-one and older tasted a selection of Ozan
wines.
Honors 308: The Art & Science of
Fermentation is a multidisciplinary course
that examines fermentation as a feature of
human civilization. It is taught by various UM
professors who each present a discipline specific
perspective on fermented foods and beverages
as they relate to the natural and social sciences,
business, and the humanities. At the end of the
course, students make presentations about their
own forays into fermentation.

HNRS 308: The Mystery Novel
by Lily Elmore

T

his was another great cultural
appreciation class from Dr. Glee
Whitsett, mastermind behind the
Hogwarts and Higher Education course.
The Mystery Novel gave me a solid
understanding of the literary ancestry of
the modern mystery and showed me the
variety of techniques used by mystery
writers to craft their stories. The books,
miniseries, and films we enjoyed as part
of this course gave great context to the
thrilling world of mystery writing, and
offered an excellent Honors experience,
allowing our community to continue
to grow together through our shared
appreciation. There’s no mystery here —
even the most basic detective could deduce
that this class was wonderful.

Students re ad novels by Agat ha Chr istie
and Ar t hur C onan D oy le and a ls o ana lyze d
tele vision and f i lm repres ent ations of
D etec tives Holmes and Poirot.
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46th Annual Festival of Voices
by Donovan Cleckley
ur Montevallo students, the high
school students, and the middle school
students at the Festival of Voices worked
so incredibly hard alongside our dedicated
clinicians Dr. Timothy Peter (for the high
school students) and Dr. Andrea Ramsey (for
the middle school students). I’m thankful
for Dr. Melinda S. Doyle and our UM Choral
Department for encouragement and enthusiasm
during all of our events.
I think Dr. Doyle’s passion and dedicated work
inspire our students to not only develop their
voices, but also develop themselves. My favorite
song from this past Festival of Voices is “The
Water Is Wide” arranged by Stephen Paulus
because it’s about the delicacy of love and loss.

O

The combine d choirs p er for me d t h is fa l l’s
Fest iv a l concer t on Mond ay, S eptemb er 2 6 t h.

Scott McCloud Lecture
by Laura DeRocher

I
“The poetry of comics can be found in pure
visual storytelling.” - Scott McCloud

13

n September, a group of students traveled to
UAB with Dr. Beringer to see comic theorist Scott
McCloud’s lecture “Comics and the Art of Visual
Communication.” The presentation focused on the
function of images in language and entertainment.
Some of the topics covered in the lecture included
ways to improve our current methods of visual
communication (for example, adjusting the colors
and positions of icons to clarify the meanings of
fire safety signs) and the ways in which certain
visual elements can enhance a narrative (such as
off-the-page layouts and animation in webcomics).
On his website, McCloud describes his lecture
series as “picture-based, fast-changing cascades of
hundreds of images”, and the whole presentation is
summed up with a rapid-fire replay of every image
in just a few seconds. McCloud’s lecture was a very
interesting look at the influence of visual media
in our world, and was every bit as dynamic and
engaging as McCloud’s book, Understanding Comics,
which students have the opportunity to read in Dr.
Beringer’s comics class in the spring.
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Hell House

T

his past October 31st, students gathered
for the annual MHO and Honors Program
sponsored “Hell House”. Students competed
in a costume contest, bobbed for apples, consumed
snacks, played games, and merrilly posed in a
photo booth. An event open to the entire campus,
a record number of students took part in the
festivities this past fall.
This year MHO formed a new partnership
with Housing & Residence Life for the event, a
connection that incresased funding for the party.
Resident Assistants and Honors students Columbia
Nave and Donovan Cleckley facilitated this new
collaboration with MHO.
Students dressed as Disney characters, food
items, video game protagonists, superheroes and
politicians. Specific costumes included a Dorito,
Pikachu, Merida, Olaf, Hilary and Bill Clinton, a

frightening horse, a scarecrow, and a French maid.
Freshman Honors student Annika Bastian won the
costume contest dressed as Jack Frost.
In addition to student participation, university
professors helped make this event a success. Dr.
Scott Varagona, Dr. Benton Tyler and Dr. Cathlena
Martin attended in costume. Also, former Honors
History professor Dr. Robert Barone, made up as
Darth Barone, regaled the crowd with his annual
recitation of an Edgar Allan Poe poem. A freshman
student described the evening’s performance: “My
favorite part was when Dr. Barone presented ‘The
Raven.’ He was very energetic, and as soon as he
began this great eerie feeling filled the room.”
On the whole, students enjoyed the Halloween
party, and due to the increased traffic, MHO
anticipates providing more food and activities at
next year’s event.

14
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Decompression Lounge

T

hanks to the help of Montevallo Honors Organization,
the Honors Program hosted a new holiday event in Hill
House before last semester’s December finals. Students
crafted ornaments and baked cookies, and little dogs in holiday
costumes assuaged student exam anxiety. Individuals also popped
bubble wrap, colored pages, and consumed many sodas and
snacks. Input from MHO members and MHO President Sara Perry
contributed greatly to the Decompression Lounge’s success.
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Peer Mentor Spotlights: Part Two

							Haley Nichols
			
Sophomore Biology Major with a Minor in Art
							
Heighberger, AL

1. What activities are you involved with at the University of Montevallo?
Purple side, Pre-Health professionals, and Montevallo Masters
2. What advice do you have for the first-year students in the Honors
Program?
Go to class. Buy a water filter. Take full advantage of the lounge. Cherish free
printing.
3. What aspect of the Honors Program have you most appreciated?
The support system - you’re automatically introduced to possible new
friends and mentors and you feel so included
4. What is your favorite, book, movie, and/or band?
The Princess Bride
5. What is your favorite spot on the University of Montevallo campus?
The Becoming statue because it’s a gym in range of three pokéstopes and it’s also a great piece of art.
6. What are your post-graduation plans?
Getting an MD in radiology
7. What might someone be surprised to know about you?
I am a huge Bethesda nerd.

Sara Perry

Junior English Major with a Minor in Game Studies & Design		
Wetumpka, AL
1. What activities are you involved with at the University of
Montevallo?
Montevallo Honors Organization (MHO), Montevallo Organization of
Gaming (MOG)
2. What advice do you have for the first-year students in the Honors
Program?
Try to get involved on campus. Campus organizations are great
opportunities to explore your interests and make new friends.
3. What aspect of the Honors Program have you most appreciated?
I’ve really appreciated how open and discussion-based a lot of the classes
are. They’re a really great way to dig deeper into a topic and find new ways
to approach it.
4. What is your favorite, book, movie, and/or band?
Howl’s Moving Castle
5. What is your favorite spot on the University of Montevallo campus?
My favorite spot on campus is Hill House. All my favorite classes have been in Hill House, and I met my now
close friends at MOG there.
6. What are your post-graduation plans?
I plan to work as an Americorps VISTA for a year, then focus on my dream of being a game designer.
7. What might someone be surprised to know about you?
I have an awesome board game collection.
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Lauren Roland

				
Graduate Student in English M.A. Program
								 Chelsea, AL
1. What activities are you involved with at the University of
Montevallo?
I’m involved with the the Honors program. (I’m a peer mentor of course)
I used to do the animé club, but dropped out. I really don’t do much else,
because I’m boring :). I want to try to get involved w/ MOG, because I just
found out that they play X-wing.
2. What advice do you have for the first-year students in the Honors
Program?
Take the Honors Gen Ed classes! You’ll earn your credit hours faster and
you won’t be stressing about getting your hours in during your junior
and senior years. And never be afraid to arrange your schedule around a
particular class, if that’s the one you really want to be in.
3. What aspect of the Honors Program have you most appreciated?
I’ve really appreciated the diverse range of Honors 309 classes. I’ve been able to take a class on the beginning of
comics (Spring 2015 - Origins of Comics) as well as a class focused on solely on JRR Tolkien (also Spring 2015).
Some of these classes are cross-listed, like Psychogeography (Fall 2014), and some are solely for Honors students.
The classes are so interesting, and they were without a doubt my favorite thing about my undergrad.
4. What is your favorite, book, movie, and/or band?
Book - Lord of the Rings (series), The Book Thief (single)
Movie - Secondhand Lions, Disney’s Robin Hood, Captain America: The Winter Soldier
Band - Steam Powered Giraffe, Toby Mac, (I don’t really listen to bands, though. I’m more of a soundtrack
person.)
5. What is your favorite spot on the University of Montevallo campus?
I really like the track behind the SAC, because that’s where I go running at night. I always see shooting stars, and
it’s usually pretty peaceful. Other than that, I like the bushes beside the library (due to my Psychogeography
class), and I like Comer because it’s my home. Brooke 430 also holds a very dear spot in my heart due to the
friends I’ve made there and the experiences we’ve shared.
6. What are your post-graduation plans?
Right now, it’s find a job and get married. I’m hoping to land a job as a teacher at a local community college and
hopefully work my way into a publishing field. We’ll see how it goes. Eventually I want to publish a book or two,
and maybe even a short story collection someday. It’s a long-term plan but it’s my dream job to write for a living.
7. What might someone be surprised to know about you?
I’m a grad student, first of all. I graduated with my undergrad back in May. I loved my time in the Honors
Program so I decided to come back. I own around 800-900 books. (They’re all at my parents house because
they’d collapse my second-floor apartment.) I’m a huge nerd; that really should be obvious, but just in case. I
don’t know if any any of that’s too surprising to be honest.
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Savannah Willard

Sophomore Communications Major
Chatanooga, TN
1. What activities are you involved with at the University of Montevallo?
Gold side, Montevallo Masters, Mavens
2. What advice do you have for the first-year students in the Honors
Program?
It’s okay to ask for help, whether it be from your teachers, parents, or peers.
3. What aspect of the Honors Program have you most appreciated?
The small classes and extra events are an amazing way to surround yourself
with like-minded peers and to find friends.
4. What is your favorite, book, movie, and/or band?
Do you have all day?
5. What is your favorite spot on the University of Montevallo campus?
Picnic tables under the trees outside Reynolds. It is a great place to study/chill
with friends when the weather is nice.
6. What are your post-graduation plans?						
					Ask me when I graduate.
					7. What might someone be surprised to know about you?
					
I’m a big nerd. I’m talking dabble in everything, will talk your ear off about it. 		

Amy Wilson

Junior Psychology Major
Cullman, AL

1. What activities are you involved with at the University of Montevallo?
I am a very active member in the Environmental Club, Psychology Club, and
Psi Chi. This semester I am planning to start a campaign called Take Back the
Tap, which will reduce our campus use of water bottles. In addition, I am a
tutor at the Learning Enrichment Center.
2. What advice do you have for the first-year students in the Honors
Program?
Get involved and join clubs! Not only will you make new friends and gain
leadership opportunities, you will have the chance to learn new things and
have many memorable experiences.
3. What aspect of the Honors Program have you most appreciated?
I’ve really appreciated early class registration. Registering for classes can be
stressful for so many people, and I’m thankful I haven’t had to worry that the
class I need to take will be full.
4. What is your favorite, book, movie, and/or band?
This is such a difficult question! There are so many I love. One of my favorite books is East of Eden. One of my
favorite movies is Cloud Atlas, and one of my favorite bands is Radiohead.
5. What is your favorite spot on the University of Montevallo campus?
My favorite spot is the breezeway between Comer and the business building. The walls of windows make it bright,
and the fact it is so quiet makes it an ideal study spot.
6. What are your post-graduation plans?
I plan to enter a PhD program and eventually become a clinical psychologist.
7. What might someone be surprised to know about you?
I danced ballet for 7 years.
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Honors Student
Athletes
Ashley Buckingham
Saralyn Campbell
Alec Coleman		
Nicolette Fiessinger
Ryan Howard		
Mary Hudson		
Michaela Longenecker
Wil Mitchell		
Sarah Owen		
Natalie Pugh		
Olivia Rutledge		
Victoria Sanders
Brooklyn Terry		
Cheyenne Thompson
Cage Williamson
Zane Wilson		

Honors Student

Residential Assistants
Lanie Bell
Donovan Cleckley
Kayla Chambers
Mary Haynes Furman
Gabe Gannon (Residence Hall Director)
Columbia Nave

Lacrosse
Softball
Cross Country, Track & Field
Volleyball
Cross Country, Track & Field
Competitive Cheer
Soccer
Cross Country, Track & Field
Track & Field
Cross Country, Track & Field
Volleyball
Soccer
Golf
Cross Country, Track & Field
Track & Field
Cross Country, Track & Field

Honors Student
Montevallo Masters
Alex Coleman
Jonathan Mendoza
Haley Nichols
Nicholas Rivers
Brooklyn Terry
Savannah Willard
Cage Williamson

UM University
Chorus

UM Concert Choir
Justice Allen
Logan Anthony
Lauren Brown
Erin Hall
Ryan Howard
Laura Thomas

R

Donovan Cleckley
Elaina McBride
Hannah Mummert
Sarah Sizemore

Alumni Updates

J

ames Powers, UM class of ‘16, utilized his
UM theatre training in this summer’s Virginia
Samford Theatre productions of Damn
Yankees, Once Upon a Mattress, and Spamalot. James
completed the Honors certificate as a sophomore,
and then focused on theatre courses for his
remaining tenure as an undergraduate.

eed Strength, UM class of ‘16, has been
hired at the University of Montevallo as
a Media Relations and Communications
Specialist. A Mass Communications alumnus who
graduated with the Honors Diploma in the spring,
Reed worked as the editor of the UM newspaper The
Alabamian as an undergraduate.
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Requirements to Stay Active in Honors
-Maintain at least a 3.2 overall GPA
-Take at least one Honors
course per academic year
You will be notified via campus e-mail at the end
of each semester if your status changes.

Theatre Tickets
We have 10 season tickets for each UM Theatre
production reserved for active Honors students.
First come, first serve.
Call the box office to reserve your tickets.
205-665-6200

Honors Program Director
Dr. Cathlena Martin

HONORS

Honors Administrative Assistant

PROGRAM

Hill House, Station 6501
Montevallo, AL 35115

Ms. Kendal Stine

instagram.com / umhonors

snapchat.com / umhonors

facebook.com / HonorsUM

(205) 665 - 6501

twitter.com / UMHonors

honors@montevallo.edu
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